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Abstract

Among all basic on-line load balancing problems, the only unresolved problem was
load balancing of temporary tasks on unrelated machines. This open problem exists
for almost a decade, see [Borodin El-Yaniv]. We resolve this problem by providing an
inapproximability result. In addition, a newer open question is to identify the dependency of the competitive ratio on the durations of jobs in the case where durations
are known. We resolve this problem by characterizing this dependency. Finally, we
provide a PTAS for the o -line problem with a xed number of machines and show a
2 inapproximability for the general case.

1 Introduction
On-line load balancing was extensively studied in the last decade (e.g., [1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 13,
16, 18, 20, 23]). The basic problem contains the identical, related, restricted and unrelated
models for permanent and temporary tasks. Tight bounds were given to all these problems
except one: the assignment of temporary tasks to unrelated machines remained open. We
present an inapproximability result by employing a cyclic load transfer method. Another
more recent open question posed in [12] is whether the case where job durations are known
at their arrival is provably harder than that of permanent jobs. We answer this question in
the aÆrmative. We rst summarize the results presented in this paper. Let m denote the
number of machines and T the duration of the longest job.
 For on-line unrelated assignment of temporary tasks with unknown durations, we
show an (m= log m) lower bound which almost matches a trivial O(m) upper bound.
For randomized algorithms we show an (m=(log m)2 ) lower bound.
 For on-line restrictedpassignment of temporary
q log T tasks with known durations, we present
a lower bound of ( m) and of ( log log T ) on the competitive ratio of any on-line
algorithm (deterministic or randomized). These lower bounds also hold for assignment
on unrelated machines.
 A preliminary version of this paper appears in the proceedings of SODA'02.
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 For oine assignment of temporary tasks on unrelated machines, we present a PTAS
for the case where the number of machines is xed. For the case where the number
of machines is not xed, we present a lower bound of 2 (provided that P 6= NP ).
We also provide an additional result for interesting special cases of temporary tasks assignment in the unrelated machines model with unknown durations. Speci cally, we show tight
results for certain cases of the related-restricted model.
De nitions and previous results: We consider the problem of non-preemptive load
balancing of temporary tasks on m unrelated machines. Each job (task) has an arrival
time and a departure time, and should be assigned to one machine immediately upon its
arrival. Each job j is associated with a loads vector (wj (1); :::; wj (m)). If job j is assigned
to machine i, it increases the load of machine i by its weight on that machine, wj (i), for the
duration of the job. The load on a machine at a certain time is the sum of the loads caused
by the jobs assigned to it at that time. The goal is to minimize the maximum load over
machines and time. Note that the load and the time are two separate axes of the problem.
In the known durations setting we assume that when a job arrives its duration is given to
the on-line algorithm and in the unknown durations setting we assume that the departure
time is known only when the job actually departs.
An important special case of the unrelated machines model is the special case called the
restricted assignment model. In this case, a job j can only be assigned to a subset of the
machines that depends on the job. On each of these machines it causes the same load wj .
This is equivalent to a loads vector that contains
only the values wj or 1. The results in [4]
p
(and later in [21]) show a lower bound of ( m) on the competitive ratio that any on-line
algorithm (deterministic or randomized) may have for restricted assignment of temporary
tasks with punknown durations. An on-line algorithm for this problem with a competitive
ratio of O( m), was later presented in [6] (the \Robin-Hood" algorithm) thereby proving
that the lower bound of (pm) is tight.
Unknown durations: Apart from a trivial
upper bound, no on-line algorithm for
p
the unrelated assignment model exists. The ( m) lower bound for restricted assignment
mentioned above ([4]) dates back to 1992 but was still the best lower bound for unrelated
assignment. Our results show that a trivial O(m) competitive algorithm is almost optimal
hence proving the inapproximability of this model. Speci cally, by using a cyclic load
transfer method we achieve an (m= log m) lower bound. The open problem mentioned in
[12] regarding the existence of a better approximation algorithm is thus answered negatively.
We extend the inapproximability result to randomized p
algorithms as well.
Known durations: The competitive ratio of ( m) for the restricted assignment
model is usually regarded as a high competitive ratio, so in [6] it wasp suggested to consider
this problem in the known-durations case, hoping to beat the ( m) bound, and get a
polylogarithmic competitive ratio. This seemed plausible since the best known lower bound
for the known durations case was only (log m) [7] (proven for the special case of permanent
tasks). Indeed, the work of [6] made a step in this direction by showing an O(log mT ) competitive algorithm, where T is the duration of the longest
job (in discrete time units).
The competitive ratio of this algorithm is lower than (pm) for a large range of T . The
obvious intriguing question,
also presented in the survey of [3], was whether we can indeed
improve on the (pm) lower bound and achieve a O(polylog(m))-competitive algorithm.
2

Surprisingly, we answer
this question negatively, by extending the lower bound of [21] to
p
a lower bound of ( m) that holds for the known pdurations case. This bound is tight
by the upper bound for unknown durations. Our ( m) lower bound holds for unrelated
machines as well (since restricted assignment is a special case). This result also answers an
open question presented by Borodin and El-Yaniv in [12]. They asked whether there is any
machine model in which one can prove a lower bound for temporary tasks assignment with
known durations which isphigher than the competitive ratio of permanent tasks assignment
in that model. Our ( m) lower bound for restricted assignment of temporary tasks
with known durations is strictly higher than the O(log m) competitive ratioq for the case of
permanent tasks. We note that as a function of T our lower bound is ( logloglogT T ) which
can be compared to the O(log T ) upper bound of [6] (assuming T  m).
Oine results: Next we consider the assignment of temporary tasks on unrelated
machines in the oine setting. In the special case of permanent tasks, the tasks do not
depart (all the departure times equal 1). Horowitz and Sahni presented an FPTAS for
permanent tasks assignment on a xed number of unrelated machines (i.e., the number of
machines is not a part of the input) [17]. A PTAS for this problem was also presented by
Lenstra et al. [19]. For permanent tasks assignment on an arbitrary number of unrelated
machines, Lenstra et al. [19] and Shmoys and Tardos [22] presented algorithms with an
approximation ratio of 2. In addition, Lenstra et al. proved that no algorithm can reach
an approximation-ratio better than 23 for the arbitrary number of machines case, unless
P = NP [19].
Unlike the permanent case, solving the problem of temporary tasks assignment on unrelated machines cannot be done by standard rounding techniques. The problem arises from
the two separate axes of the problem and this extra dimension is known to turn problems
into intractable ones or very hard to approximate [15, 14, 9]. In order to obtain a PTAS
after all, we had to use a two-dimensional rounding technique. While the above applies to
the case of xed number of machines, we also prove that when the number of machines is
not xed (i.e. is part of the input), no algorithm can achieve an approximation ratio lower
than 2 unless P = NP . This lower bound is higher than the 23 lower bound for permanent
tasks and almost separates the two settings.
The problem of temporary tasks assignment on identical machines is another special case
of our problem which was considered in [8] and provides the foundation for our algorithm.
In this special case, the load that a job causes depends only on the job and it is identical
for all the machines (i.e. wj (i) = wj for 1  i  m). A PTAS for this problem in the case
where the number of machines is xed was presented in [8]. They also proved a lower bound
of 23 for the case of an arbitrary number of machines, provided that P 6= NP . Again, the
lower bound that we present for our problem is higher than the lower bound for this special
case.

2 Tasks of Unknown Duration
2.1

Inapproximability of the Unrelated Machines Model
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In this section we present the inapproximability result for online load balancing of temporary tasks on unrelated machines. Namely, we show a lower bound of (m= log m) almost
matching an upper bound of O(m). It can be seen that the simple algorithm assigning each
job to its fastest machine is an O(m) competitive algorithm.
We proceed with the inapproximability result:

Theorem 2.1 Any online algorithm for the load balancing of temporary tasks on unrelated
machines is (m= log m) competitive.
Proof: Let k be the largest integer power of 2 such that k  m=log m. Assume by contradiction that there is an online algorithm whose competitive ratio is below k=2. We describe

a sequence of jobs given by an adversary such that there exists an optimal assignment whose
maximum load is at most 1. The sequence ends as soon as there is a machine whose load
in the online assignment is at least k=2.
The lower bound uses l = log k sets of k machines each. The sets are denoted
by
j
1
M1 ; M2 ; :::; Ml . In addition, a machine denoted by m0 is used. Also, denote by mi the j 'th
machine in the set Mi, 1  i  l, 1  j  k. Note that the total number of machines used,
l  k + 1, does not exceed m (when m > 2).
The adversary proceeds in phases. Before the start of phase t, we de ne a set of l + 1
machines which we call active. One machine in each Mi is active and we denote its index
by ai(t). The machine m10 is always active and we use the notation a0(t) = 1. The load
of mia (t) , i = 0; :::; l, in the online assignment is denoted by bi(t). We begin with setting
ai (0) = 1 for i = 1; :::; l.
A phase is composed of an arrival of one job and the departure of a set of jobs. The job
presented by the adversary has in nite weight on non-active machines. Its weight on mai (t)
is 2i =k for i = 0; :::; l. Assume the online algorithm assigns it to machine mai (t) . In case the
new load, bi(t + 1), is k=2 or more the sequence stops. Otherwise, the phase is completed
with the departure of the jobs assigned by the online algorithm to mia+1+1 (t) ; :::; mal (t) (no
job leaves when i = l). The set of active machines for the next phase is set as follows:
aj (t + 1) = 1 for any i + 2  j  l and unless i = l we also set ai+1 (t + 1) = 1 + b2bi (t)c.
All other active machines stay the same. Note that since bi (t) < k=2 the above de nition of
ai (t +1) is valid, that is, ai (t +1)  k. Also note that by the above construction, non-active
machines are always empty.
If we consider the vector of loads of the online assignment, (b0 (t); b1 (t); :::; bl (t)), we
note that the vector increases lexicographically after each phase. That is, at least one of
the coordinates increases while all previous coordinates do not change. The increase is
by at least 1=k. Since the adversary sequence is completed once one of the coordinates
exceeds k=2, the sequence is completed after a nite number of phases, or speci cally, at
most O(k2l ) = O(m2 log m ) phases.
In what follows we complete the proof by showing an optimal assignment where the
maximum load does not exceed 1 during the whole sequence. In case the job arriving at
phase t is assigned by the online algorithm to mai (t) , i = 0; :::; l 1, then the optimal
algorithm assigns it to machine mai+1+1(t) . Otherwise, the job arriving at phase t is assigned
by the online algorithm to mal (t) and the optimal algorithm assigns it to machine m10.
First, jobs assigned by the optimal assignment to m10 are assigned by the online algorithm
to an active machine in Ml . Since that machine's load is not more than k=2 and all other
i

i

i

i

i

i
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machines in Mj l are empty, the incurred load on m10 is at most 1=2. Now consider jobs
assigned to mi+1, i = 0; :::; l 1, by the optimal assignment. These are assigned by the
online algorithm to the active machine in Mi . Moreover, when they were assigned, the load
on the active machine in Mi was at least (j 1)=2 and less than j=2 because ai+1, which
was equal to j , is de ned as twice this load plus one rounded down. Therefore, their total
load on a machine in Mi is at most 1=2 and their total load on a machine in Mi+1 is at
most 1.
Concluding, the above sequence was shown to have an optimal assignment of maximum
load 1. Moreover, as long as the online maximum load is below k=2 the online load vector
was shown to increase lexicographically. This contradicts our assumption that an online
algorithm with competitive ratio below k=2 exists and completes the proof.
The following lemmas demonstrate a general technique for converting deterministic lower
bounds into randomized ones.

Lemma 2.2 Let R be a randomized on-line algorithm for load balancing of temporary tasks
on unrelated machines which achieves a competitive ratio of c. Then there exists a deterministic on-line algorithm D, allowed to split jobs between di erent machines, which achieves
a competitive ratio  c against an optimal algorithm which is not allowed to split jobs.
Proof: Algorithm R determines the probability pj (i) that a job j is assigned to machine
P
mi , i pj (i) = 1. We denote the expectation of the maximum load of R by lR . For any
input sequence, lR  c  lOP T .
We de ne D as follows. For an arriving job j , D splits the job between the machines
according to the probabilities set by R. So D assigns a load of pj (i)  wj to each machine
mi . We denote the maximum load of D by lD .
We now prove that for any input sequence lD  lR . Note that at any given time
t, the load of D on machine mi is liD (t) = E (liR (t)). Hence, lD (t) = maxi (liD (t)) =
maxi (E (liR (t))). Using the fact that the maximum of expectations is at most the expectation of maxima, lD (t)  E (maxi (liR (t))) = lR(t). The proof is completed by noting that
lD = maxt (lD (t))  maxt (lR (t)) = lR  c  lOP T .
Lemma 2.3 Let c be a lower bound on the competitive ratio of any deterministic algorithm
for unrelated assignment of temporary tasks. If c can be proven with an adversarial strategy
of jobs in which each job has an admissible set of at most k machines, then there is a
lower bound of kc on the competitive ratio of any randomized on-line algorithm for the same
problem.

We will prove that there is a lower bound of kc on the competitive ratio of any
deterministic on-line algorithm D which is allowed to split jobs (compared to an optimum
which is not allowed to split them). According to the previous lemma, this implies a lower
bound of kc for randomized on-line algorithms as well. Consider the sequence used for the
deterministic lower bound. Since each job in that sequence can only be assigned to at most
k machines, D must assign at least k1 of the job's weight to one machine. Now, consider
a deterministic online algorithm D0 which simulates D and assigns each job to just one
machine: the machine to which D assigned the largest part of the job. This is an online
algorithm
that does not split jobs and therefore our adversarial strategy creates a load of at
least lD0  c  lOP T . Since D assigns at least a k1 -fraction of each job to the same machine
as D0, its load at the end of the same sequence must be at least lD  k1  c  lOP T which gives
Proof:
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the required competitive ratio.

Theorem 2.4 Any online randomized algorithm for the load balancing of temporary tasks
on unrelated machines is (m=(log m)2 ) competitive.
Proof: The construction in Theorem 2.1 uses admissible sets of at most log m machines.

The theorem then follows as a corollary of Lemma 2.3.

2.2

Tight Results for the Related-Restricted Machines Model

The result in the previous section shows that approximating the unrelated machines
model is almost infeasible. As an alternative to the unrelated machines model we consider
the so called related-restricted machines model. Here, each machine has its own speed and
each job has a weight and a set of admissible machines. However, note that the lower
bound presented in the last section still applies here so approximating is still infeasible. We
show that by limiting the number of di erent machine speeds to a constant number, we can
approximate the problem better. Speci cally, in the case where only two di erent machine
speeds are involved we obtain the following lower bound. Later, we will present a matching
upper bound.
Theorem 2.5 Any online algorithm for the load balancing of temporary
p ptasks in the relatedrestricted machines model with speeds f1; sg is (minfmaxfm=s; mg; msg) competitive.

The same holds for randomized algorithms as well.
Proof: A lower bound of
(pm) already exists for the special case of the restricted assignment model
and therefore we can limit ourselvespto showing a lower bound of (minfm=s; pmsg)
p
for s  m. Let m0 = m=3 and b = minfm0=s; m0sg. Assume by contradiction that there
is an online algorithm whose competitive ratio is below b. We describe a sequence of jobs

given by an adversary such that there exists an optimal assignment whose maximum load
is at most 1. The sequence ends as soon as there is a machine whose load in the online
assignment is at least b.
The lower bound uses three sets of machines, M0, M1 and M2. Both M1 and M2 containj
0
m machines whereas M0 contains m0 =b machines. The j 'th machine in Mi is denoted mi .
The idea behind the lower bound is to force the online algorithm to assign jobs to machines
in M0 while an optimal algorithm can assign them to machines in M1 .
The lower bound proceeds in phases and stops as soon as the load on a machine reaches b.
At the beginning of a phase t we choose three active machines, one in each Mi . Their indices
are denoted by a0 (t), a1(t) and a2(t). They are initially set to a0 (0) = a1 (0) = a2(0) = 1.
One job is presented in each phase. Its weight on m0a0 (t) or on ma11(t) is 1=s where the weight
on ma22 (t) is 1. In case the online algorithm assigned the job to ma00 (t) , all jobs assigned by the
online algorithm to M1 or M2 leave. If the job is assigned to ma11 (t) all jobs assigned to M2
leave. Otherwise, the job was assigned to ma22(t) and no jobs leave. For the next phase, we set
a0 (t+1) = 1+bb2 (t)=sc, a1 (t+1) = 1+bb0 (t)c and a2 (t+1) = 1+bsb1 (t)c where bi (t) denotes
the total on-line load on machines in Mi . This is possible rst because in M0 there are m0 =b
machines each of which has a load of less than b so that a1 (t+1) = 1+bb0(t)c  bm0=b = m0.
In addition, note that at any given time only one machine in M1 and one machine in M2
6

are not empty in the online assignment. Therefore, a2 (t +1) = 1+bsb1 (t)c  s  b  m0 and
a0 (t + 1) = 1 + bb2 (t)=sc  b=s  m0 =b.
Note that the vector (b0 (t); b1 (t); b2 (t)) lexicographically increases after each phase by
at least 1=s. Moreover, the adversary described above proceeds as long as the maximum
load is below b. Therefore, after a nite number of phases the load on one of the machines
is going to reach b.
The proof is completed by showing an optimal assignment where the maximum load
does not exceed 1. In case the job arriving at phase t is assigned by the online algorithm to
machine mai (t) , then the optimal algorithm assigns it to machine mja (t) where j = i+1mod3.
Now consider jobs assigned to mj1 by the optimal assignment. These are assigned by the
online algorithm to a machine in M0 . Moreover, when they were assigned, the total online
less than j . Since jobs assigned by the online
load on machines in M0 was at least j 1 and
algorithm
to
M0 never leave, the load on mj1 is at most 1. Similarly, consider jobs assigned
to mj2 by the optimal assignment. These are assigned by the online algorithm to an active
machine in M1. When they were assigned, the total online load on the active machine in
M1 was at least (j 1)=s and less than j=s. Since jobs assigned by the online algorithm to
M1 leave all together and never leave individually, the load on mj2 is at most s  1=s = 1. A
similar argument holds for jobs assigned to M0 by the optimal assignment.
Concluding, the above adversarial sequence was shown to have an optimal assignment
of maximum load 1 and as long as the online maximum load is below b, an online load
vector was shown to increase lexicographically. This contradicts our assumption that a
b-competitive online algorithm exists and completes the proof. By Lemma 2.3, the result
also holds for the randomized case since there are exactly three machines in any admissible
set.
In the rest of this section, we describe two online algorithms whose combination achieves
a competitive ratio matching the lower bound stated above. In both algorithms we assume
that OP T = 1. Nevertheless, by using standard doubling techniques we can overcome that
assumption while increasing the competitive ratio by a factor of at most 4. Both algorithms
are based on a modi ed Robin Hood algorithm [6] with some threshold b. A machine is
said to be poor at a certain time if its load is less than b and is said to be rich otherwise.
For a machine rich at time t we de ne its windfall time as t0 if it is rich from time t0 to t
but is poor at time t0 1. As its name implies, the Robin Hood algorithm tries to assign
jobs to the poor machines or in case none exists, to the a rich machine with the most recent
windfall time.
j

i

Algorithm 1 In case an incoming job has at least one admissible fast machine, remove
all slow machines from
p its admissible machines. Then use the Robin Hood algorithm with
a threshold b = maxf m; m=sg.
p
Claim 2.6 The above algorithm is O(maxf m; m=sg) competitive.

First notice that jobs assigned to slow machines are not allowed to be assigned to
any fast machine. Therefore, the contribution of a job to the total load of an optimal
assignment is at least its contribution to the total load of the online assignment. Hence,
the total load on all machines at any given time is at most that of an optimal assignment
which is at most m. This implies that the number of rich machines at any given time is at
most m=b.

Proof:
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By the de nition of the algorithm, any job assigned to a slow rich machine i has only
slow rich machines in its admissible set. Moreover, the windfall time of these machines
is before the windfall time of i, that is, they are all already rich at the windfall time of i.
Therefore, in an optimal assignment, all jobs assigned to i after its windfall time are assigned
to at most m=b slow machines. Their total load on i is at most m=b. Adding the job made
i rich, we get that the total load on i at any given time is at most b + 1 + m=b = O(b).
Now consider a fast rich machine. Unlike slow machines, some of the jobs assigned to
fast machines might result from the algorithm's removal of slow admissible machines. Thus
jobs assigned to a fast rich machine i after its windfall time are assigned in an optimal
assignment to one of at most m=b fast machines or to any one of the slow machines. The
total load on machine i is therefore at most b + 1 + m=b + m=s = O(b) and the required
competitive ratio is achieved.
p
Algorithm 2 Use the Robin Hood algorithm with a threshold b = ms.
p
Claim 2.7 The above algorithm is O( ms) competitive.
The total load on the fast machines at any given time is at most that of an optimal
assignment which is at most m. The total load on the slow machines at any given time is
at most sm since these jobs might be assigned to fast machines by an optimal assignment.
This implies that the number of fast rich machines at any given time is at most m=b and
that the number of slow rich machines is at most sm=b.
Consider a job assigned to a rich machine i. All other machines in its admissible set
are rich and their windfall time is before the windfall time of i, that is, they are all already
rich at the windfall time of i. Therefore, all jobs assigned to i after its windfall time are
assigned in an optimal assignment to at most sm=b slow machines and to at most m=b fast
machines. Therefore, if i is slow, their total load on i is at most 2sm=b and if i is fast, their
total load on i is at most 2m=b. Adding the job that made
i rich, we get that the total load
on i at any given time is at most b + s + 2sm=b = O(pms).
Proof:

Algorithm 3 If s > m1=3 use the rst algorithm; otherwise, use the second algorithm.
p p
Theorem 2.8 The above algorithm is O(minfmaxfm=s; mg; msg)-competitive for load
balancing of temporary tasks in the related-restricted machines model with speeds f1; sg.

3 Tasks of Known Duration
Theorem 3.1 Any deterministic on-line algorithm for load-balancing of temporary tasks
with known durations in the restricted assignment model has a competitive ratio of at least
p
m.
Proof: Let ON be an on-line algorithm for the problem, and let OF F be an optimal oine
algorithm
for solving it. We will show a sequence of jobs for which ON reaches a load of at
least pm, whereas OF F maintains a load of one. First we describe the sequence, and then

we prove the lower bound.
We denote the set of the rst pm machines by A, and the set of the remaining machines
by B . The
i'th machine in A (respectively B ) will be denoted by Ai (respectively, Bi ), for
1  i  pm (respectively, forp1  i  m pm).
m jobs to a single machine in B , or to assign m jobs to A
We force ON to assign
p
(which consists of only m machines).
8

pm phases.
Our input sequence only includes unit jobs
and
consists
of
at
most
m
Each phase p (p  1) consists of at most pm jobs. The j 'th job in phase p (j  1) is
admissible to two machines: Aj and Bp. The exact arrival and departure time of each job
will be described later. The number of jobs arriving in each phase is determined by the
behavior of ON . Jobs keep arriving in phase p as long as ON assigns them to Bp (up to
the maximum of pm jobs). When ON assigns a job to a machine in A, the phase ends (i.e.
no more jobs arrive in thisp phase). Let Np be the number of jobs which arrived in phase p.
By de nition, p1  Np  m. The number of phases is also determined by the behavior of
ON . If Np = m for a certain phase pp(i.e., ON assignspall the jobs of that phase to Bp),
then the sequence stops. If phase m m has less than m jobs, then we bring one more
unit job (\extra job"), which is restricted to the most loaded machine that ON has in A.
We now describe the arrival and departure times of the jobs in each phase. We rst
describe these times for the rst phase, and then we inductively de ne thempfor thepother
phases. The length of the time interval that our sequence will use is T = m(m m+1) .
Let S1 = 0 and let T1 = T . The rst phase starts at time S1 = 0. The jth job of phase 1
arrives at time j 1 (1  j  N1). Its departure time is jpTm1 .
For each phase p > 1, we inductively de ne the arrival and departure times of the jobs
to be between the departure times of the last two jobs of the previous phase. For p  1, we
de ne Tp+1 as the departure time of the last (i.e. Np'th) job of phase p. We also de ne Sp+1
as the departure time of the Np 1'st job of phase p. If Np = 1 then Sp+1 is equal to Sp.
Each phase p starts at time Sp, and only uses the time interval [Sp; Tp]. The arrival time of
the j 'th job in phase
p is Sp + j 1, and its departure time is Sp + j (TpmS ) . Recall that in
case Nm pm < pm we add one more unit job, restricted to the most loaded machine that
ON has in A. This \extra job" lasts just one time unit and arrives at time Sm pm+1 . This
completes the description of our sequence.
We rst prove that ON achieves a load of at least ppm for the above sequence. Note
that the last arrival in phase p occurs
before time Sp + m and that the rst departure
p
occurs at p
time Spp + (Tp Sp)= m. Also, the duration of phase p can be seen to be
Tp Sp = mm m+2 p . Hence, in every phase p, the rst departure occurs after the last
arrival. Therefore, when a job arrives all the previous jobs in the same phase are still active.
This means that if there exists apphase p in which ON assigns allp the jobs to machine Bp,
then it reaches a load of at least m (which occurs at time Sp + m 1), and we are done.
Otherwise, ON must assign a job to A at a certain stage of each phase. By de nition,
the phase ends as soon as this happens. Recall that phase p + 1 starts when the Np 1'st
job of phase p leaves, and ends before the departure of the Np'th job of phase p. So the
last job of phase p is active throughout phase p + 1 and no other job from phase p is active
during phase p + 1. Since [Sp+1; Tp+1]  [Sp; Tp] we conlude that the last job of each of
the phases 1; :::; p is active throughout phase p + 1, and no other job from phases 1; :::; p is
active during phase p + 1. Recall that the last job in each phase is assigned to A by ON .
So at time Sp, the active jobs are exactly all pthe jobs that ON assigned topA in phases
1; : : : ; (p 1). At time Sm pm+1, ON has m m jobs in A. There are only m machines
in this set, so the most loaded machine in A, machine Ai, has a load of at least pm 1.
As we explained before, the \extra job" now arrives, and pcan only be assigned to machine
A . This makes the load of ON on that machine at least m.
p

i
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Now we describe a possible assignment of algorithm OF F . When the j 'th job of phase
p arrives, it can be assigned either to Aj or to Bp . If ON assigns the job to the machine in
B , then OF F assigns it to the machine in A. If ON assigns it to the machine in A, then
OF F assigns it to the machine in B . If the \extra job" arrives, then OF F assigns it to its
admissible machine.
Let us consider now the load of OF F . At the beginning of phase p, OF F has no active
jobs in A, since we saw that ON has no active jobs in B . OF F has one active job on each
of the machines B1; :::; Bp 1 , since ON has one active job from each phase in A. During
phase p, as long as ON assigns jobs to Bp, OF F assigns each of them to a di erent machine
in A (which was empty at the beginning of the phase). When ON assigns a job to A, OF F
assigns it to Bp (which is empty), and the phase ends (so no other job will be assigned to
Bp ). Therefore, OF F maintains a load of 1 throughout the phases. At time Sm pm+1 ,
OF F has one active job on each machine in B (one job from each phase), and no jobs in
A. So it can assign the \extra job" to Ai without exceeding the maximum load of 1. Thus
we have reached the required competitive ratio.
Let us denote the total length of the time interval used by the input sequence by T . The
result above also applies when we limit the length T of the sequence and when we allow
randomization to be used. The results are summarized in the next two theorems:
Theorem 3.2 Any deterministic on-line algorithm for load-balancing of temporary tasks
with
durations in the restricted
assignment model has a competitive ratio of at least
q known
pm+1)
p
(m
log T
.
( log log T ), for any T < m
pm for this range of T .
Note that this lower bound
is
at
most
pxx px+1 where x  m, we can clearly apply the exact steps of the
Proof: For any T =
previous proof, limiting ourselves to the rstpx machines instead of using all the machines.
We will have a sequence with at most x p x phases, each of them having at mostp px
jobs,
we will obtain a lower bound of x. pWe canpeasily see that in this case: x =
q and
log T
( log log T ). This means that for any T < m(m m+1) ), we have a lower bound of

(

q

log T
log log T

), as required.

Theorem 3.3 A randomized on-line algorithm for solving the problem of restricted assignment of temporary tasks with known durations
pm+1)cannot achieve a competitive ratioqsmaller
p
(m
1p
than 2 m. Moreover, for any T < m
no algorithm can be better than ( logloglogT T )competitive.

Note that in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 admissible sets contain at most two machines.
The results follow by using Lemma 2.3.

Proof:
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4 O -line Temporary Assignment
4.1

Fixed Number of Machines - A
unrelated tasks

PTAS

for temporary assignment of

4.1.1 Overview

We start with an overview of the polynomial-time approximation scheme and give the details
later. We begin with scaling the weights of the jobs, in order to limit the possible range of
the optimal maximum load. It is well-known that we can achieve an approximation ratio of
m simply by assigning each job to its fastest machine. We will refer to this simple algorithm
as \Fastest-Assign". We apply this algorithm to our input, and denote the maximum load
reached by l. Now we multiply each of our jobs' weights by ml . This assures us that the
optimal maximum load is in the range [1; m]. Note that this scaling requires only linear
time.
The algorithm then follows with ve phases: the weight-rounding and grouping phase,
the time- rounding phase, the combining phase, the solving phase and the converting phase.
In the rst phase, the weights of the jobs are rounded upwards, and then they are divided
into a large number of subsets based on their rounded weights, as will be explained later.
Next the time-rounding phase is applied to each of these subsets. This phase actually
consists of two subphases. In the rst subphase the jobs' active time is extended: some
jobs will arrive earlier, others will depart later. In the second subphase, the active time is
again extended but each job is extended in the opposite direction to which it was extended
in the rst subphase. The combining phase is also applied to each subset separately. In
this phase the algorithm combines several jobs from the same subset into jobs with higher
load vector coordinates. In the solving phase, we nd an optimal solution for the modi ed
problem (the solving is performed for all the jobs together). The solution we found can be
converted into a solution for the original problem in the converting phase, which is again
applied separately to each subset.
4.1.2 Description of the PTAS

We denote the sequence of events by  = 1; :::; 2n , where each event is an arrival or a
departure of a job; we assume that at each time only one job arrives or departs. Since
all the events are known at the beginning, we view  as a sequence of times, the time i
is the moment after the i'th event happened. In addition, 0 denotes the moment at the
beginning, before the arrival of the rst job. We assume without loss of generality that
m  2 (otherwise the approximation ratio is always 1).
Let 0 > 0 be the precision required by the PTAS. We assume that 0 < 1. We choose
 = 0 =7, and x the following 3 constants:
= mdlog ne  (dlog ( m )e + 1)m
1+ 
4
2
= m2 = m3dlog ne  (dlog
( m )e + 1)m
2

1+
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= m2 = m5dlog ne  (dlog
m
m
1+ (  )e + 1)
Phase 1: The weight-rounding and grouping phase. We start by describing the
weight-rounding and grouping phase. For each job j , we denote by Wj the load that j
causes on its fastest machine: Wj = mini(wj (i)). We will refer to Wj as the \min-weight"
of the job j . We de ne the \relative speed" vector of job j , vj by: vj (i) = wj (i)=Wj , for
1  i  m. Note that vj (i)  1. We now perform a rounding of the vector vj and obtain
the rounded \relative speed" vector vj0 . For each 1  i  m, if vj (i)  m=, then vj0 (i) = 1,
and we will refer to machine i as an \illegal machine" for job j . Otherwise, we obtain
vj0 (i) by rounding vj (i) upwards to the nearest power of 1 + , and we will refer to machine
i as a \legal machine" for job j . Note that each coordinate of the vector vj0 may have
dlog(1+) ( m )e + 1 possible values, since its value is either 1 or a power of (1 + ) between
1 and m=. Now we de ne a new loads vector for the job j , wj0 , by: wj0 (i) = Wj  vj0 (i), for
1  i  m. In this we completed the rounding of the weights.
Next we divide the jobs into subsets according to their v0 vector. This division splits
the jobs into at most (dlog1+( m )e + 1)m subsets, since each of the m coordinates of that
vector may have (dlog1+( m )e + 1) possible values, as we noted before. This completes the
description of the rst phase.
Phase 2: The time-rounding phase. This phase is similar to the time-rounding
phase described by [8]. We will apply this phase separately to each subset of jobs Jv0
(having the same \relative speeds" vector v0 ).
In order to describe the time-rounding phase with its two subphases, we start with
de ning partitions of each subset Jv0 , based on which the rounding will be performed. The
set Rv0 contains all jobs with Wj  out of the jobs in Jv0 .
From now on, we x v0 in the description of this phase, and refer to Jv0 as J and to Rv0
as R. All the following de nitions are made for these xed J and R.
We begin by de ning a partition fJi g of the set of jobs J R. We set M1 = J R
and de ne sets Ji and Mi iteratively as follows. Let Mi be a set of jobs and consider the
sequence of times in  in which jobs of Mi arrive and depart. The number of such times is
2r for some r, let ci be any time between the r'th and the r +1-st elements in that set. The
set Ji contains the jobs in Mi that are active at time ci. The set M2i contains the jobs in
Mi that depart before or at ci and the set M2i+1 contains the jobs in Mi that arrive after ci .
We stop when all unprocessed Mi's are empty. The important property of that partition is
that the set of jobs from J R that are active at a certain time is partitioned into at most
dlog ne di erent sets Ji.
We continue by further partitioning the set Ji. We order the jobs according to their
arrival time. We denote the smallest pre x of the jobs whose total min-weight is at least
by Si1. We order the same jobs according to their departure time. We take the smallest
suÆx whose min-weight is at least and denote that set by Ti1. Note that there might
be jobs that are both in Si1 and Ti1. We remove the jobs in Si1k[ Tik1 from Ji , repeat the
process with the jobs left in Ji and similarly de ne Si2, Ti2, . . . , Si ; Ti . Each set Si and Ti
has total min-weight between and + , except for the last pair which may have smaller
min-weight than . However,j if the last pair has smaller min-weight
than , then it satis es
Sik = Tik . We denote by si the arrival time of the rst job in Sij and by tji the departure
time of the last job in Tij . Note that s1i  s2i  :::  ski  ci  tki  :::  t2i  t1i .
2
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The rst subphase of the time-rounding phase creates a new set of jobs J 0 which contains
the same jjobs as in J with slightly
longer active times. We change the arrival time of all the
jobs in Si for j = 1; :::; ki to sji . Also, we change the departure time of all the jobs in Tij to
tji . The jobs in R are left unchanged. We denote the sets resulting from the rst subphase
by J 0 , Ji0 , S 0 ji , T 0ji .
The second subphase of the time-rounding phase further extends the active time of the
jobs resulting from the rst subphase. We take one of the sets Ji0 and the partition we
dej ned earlier to S 01i [ T 01i , S 02i [ T 02i , . . . , S 0ki [ T 0ki . For every j  ki , we order the jobs in
S 0 i according to an increasing order of departure times. We take the smallest pre x of this
ordering whose total min-weight is at least . We extend the departure time of all the jobs
in that pre x to the departure time
of the last job in that pre x. The process is repeated
j
0
until there are no more jobs in S i . The last pre x may have a min-weight of less than .
Similarly, we extend the arrival times of jobs in T 0ji . Note that if the total min-weight of
either S 0ki or T 0ki is smaller than then S 0 ki = T 0ki and these jobs are left unchanged since
they already have identical arrival and departure timesj fromj the rst phase. We denote the
sets resulting from the second subphase by J 00 , Ji00 , S 00i , T 00i .
Phase 3: The combining phase. This phase involves the load vectors of the jobs.
It is also applied to each subset Jv000 separately, so we again x v0 in the description of this
phase and refer to Jv000 as J 00. Let Jst00 be the set of jobs in J 00 that arrive at s and depart at
t. Assume the total min-weight of jobs in Jst00 is x. The combining phase replaces these jobs
by dx= e jobs, which have a load-vector of  v0 . Note that the maximum nite weight in
their loads vector may be m  . We denote the resulting sets by SJst000 . The set J 000 is created
by replacing every Jst00 with its corresponding Jst000, that is, J 000 = s;t Jst000 .
Phase 4: The solving phase. This phase solves the modi ed decision problem,
i.e. it solves the problem after each subset Jv0 has been replaced by a modi ed subset
Jv0000 . The solving phase is performed once for all the jobs together (not for each Jv0000 subset
separately). We solve the modi ed decision problem by building a layered graph. Every time
i , i = 0; : : : ; 2n, in which jobs arrive or depart (including the initial state with no job) has
its own set of vertices called a layer. Each layer holds a vertex for every possible assignment
of the current active jobs to machines (except assignments of weight 1); furthermore, we
label each node by the maximum load of a machine in that con guration.
Two vertices of adjacent layers i 1 and i, i = 1; : : : ; 2n, are connected by an edge if
the transition from one assignment of the active jobs to the other is consistent with the
arrival and departure of jobs at time i. More precisely, the vertices are connected if and
only if every job active both before and after i is assigned to the same machine in the
assignments of both vertices. At each event, jobs either arrive or depart but not both (due
to the assumption at the beginning that all the original events are distinct; during rounding
we do not mix arrival and departure events). If i is an arrival, the indegree of all vertices
in the layer i is 1, since the new con guration determines the old one. Similarly if i is a
departure, the outdegree of all vertices in the layer i 1 is 1. In both cases, the number of
edges between two layers is linear in the number of vertices on these layers. It follows that
the total number of edges is linear in the number of vertices.
We de ne a value of a path as the maximal value of its nodes. Now we can simply nd a
path with smallest value from the rst layer to the last one by any shortest path algorithm
i

i

i

i
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in linear time (since the graph is layered).
Phase 5: The converting phase. In this phase the algorithm converts the assignment
found for the modi ed problem into an assignment for the original problem. This phase is
performed separately for the jobs in each of the subsets Jv0000 . Each assignment of the jobs
of a modi ed subset Jv0000 is converted into an assignment for the jobs of subset Jv0 , which is
also an assignment for the original problem. Again we x v0 throughout the description of
this phase, and refer to Jv0000 as J 000 . Assume the number of jobs having Wj = in Jst000 that
are assigned to a certain machine i is ri . Remove these jobs and assign all the jobs having
Wj  in Jst00 to the machines such that a total weight of at most (ri +1)  v0 (i) is assigned
to machine i.
Note that all the jobs will be assigned that way. The replacement involves jobs whose
min-weight
is at most . We know that the total min-weight of these jobs is at most
 Pmi=1 ri.
If they made a load of (ri + 1)v0 (i) on each
of the machines, then it would mean that
P
m
their total min-weight was at least  (m + i=1 ri). So it is possible to assign all these
jobs so that they will make a load of at most (ri + 1)  v0 (i) on each machine i.
The assignment for J 00 is also an assignment for J 0 and J . An assignment for J is also
an assignment for the original problem.
4.1.3 Analysis of PTAS

We now perform an analysis of our algorithm. Our steps of proof are similar to those used
by [8], but our lemmas and proofs will have some adjustments. We will denote the problem
for the original input by I , the problem after the rst phase by I + , the problem after the
rst time-rounding phase by I 0, the problem after the second time-rounding phase by I 00 ,
and the problem after the combining phase by I 000.

Lemma 4.1 Given a solution for the problem I whose maximum load is , we can convert
it to a solution for I + by moving jobs that were assigned to one of their \illegal machines" to
their fastest machine. This solution for I + will have a maximum load of at most (1 + )2 .
Also, given a solution for I + whose maximum load is , the same solution applied to I has
a maximum load of at most .
Proof: The second claim is obvious since the jobs in I have smaller weights than the corresponding jobs in I +. As for the rst claim, we rst consider the jobs we move from one of
their \illegal machines" (machines on which wj0 (i) = 1 to their fastest machine. Consider a
machine i. Jobs might have been moved to this machine from all the other m 1 machines.
Each of these machines had a load of at most . A job j was moved to machine i only if it
was assigned to a machine k s.t. wj (k)  m wj (i). So when moving the jobs to machine i,

their weights are m times smaller. This means that the total increase in the load of machine
i is at most (m 1)  m   < . Hence, the maximum load was increased by at most  by
the moving of jobs.
In the weight-rounding phase we also increase the weight of each job on its \legal machines". At most, we multiply the weight of each job by 1+ . Altogether, these two changes
mean that our solution for I has a maximum load of at most (1 + )2 .

Lemma 4.2 Given a solution for the problem I + whose maximum load is , the same
solution applied to I 0 has a maximum load of at most  +  + 4 =16. Also, given a solution
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for I 0 whose maximum load is , the same solution applied to I + has a maximum load of
at most .
+ are contained in the
Proof: The second claim is obvious since the durations of jobs in I
0
corresponding durations in I . As for the rst claim, for each subset J (= Jv0 ), every time 
is contained in at most dlog ne sets Ji. Consider the added load at  from jobs in a certain
 < ci and
set Ji . If  < s1i or   t1i then the same load is caused by Ji0 and Ji. Assume
de ne siki+1 = ci , the other case is symmetrical. Then for some (single) j , sji   < sji +1 and
the added load at  is at most the total load of Sij which has a min-weight of at most + ,
so its total load is at most m ( + ) on any machine. Summing on all sets Ji , we conclude
that the maximal load of the jobs in the subset J has increased by at most m ( + )dlog ne.

We have at most (dlog1+( m )e + 1)m such subsets, so the overall increase in load is at most

(dlog1+( m )e + 1)m  m ( + )dlog ne =  + m 4   + 16
4

.

4

Lemma 4.3 Given a solution for I 0 whose maximum load is , the same solution applied
to I 00 has a maximum load of at most (1+ ). Also, given a solution for I 00 whose maximum
load is , the same solution applied to I 0 has a maximum load of at most .
0
Proof: The second claim is obvious since the durations of jobs in I are contained in the
00
corresponding
durations in I . As for the rst claim, given a time  and a pair of sets
S 0 ji , T 0 ji from Ji0 from a certain subset J 0 (= Jv0 0 ), we examine the increase in load at  . If
 < sji or   tji it is not a ected by the transformation because no job in T 0 ji [ S 0 ji arrives
before sji or departs after tji . Assume that  < ci, the other case is symmetrical. So  is
a ected by the decrease in arrival time of jobs in T 0ji . It is clear that the way we extend
the jobs in T 0ji increases the the min-weight at  by at most , and hence the load at  is
increased by at most m . Also, since   sji , we know that the total min-weight of S 0 ji is
at least if j < ki . Thus, an extra load of at most m is created by every pair S 0 ji , T 0ji for
1  j < ki only if the pair contributes at least to the load. If the last pair Siki , Tiki has
total min-weight smaller than , it does not contribute, as it is not changed from J 0 to J 00 ;
otherwise the analysis is the same as for j < ki . Since the total load on each machine at
any time is at most , the increase in maximum load is at most m  m = .
Lemma 4.4 Given a solution for I 00 whose maximum load is , the modi ed problem I 000
has a solution with a maximum load of (1 +  + 2 ). Also, given a solution for I 000 whose
maximum load is , the solution given by the converting phase for the problem I 00 has a
maximum load of at most (1 +  + 2 ).
00 whose maximum load is . We consider the jobs having
Proof: Consider a solution for I
min-weight smaller than . Let x be the total min-weight of such jobs in a certain Jst00 (=
Jv000 st ) that were assigned to machine i. We replace them by dx= e jobs with a loads vector of
 v0, so that this is an assignment to I 000 . The increase in load on every machine is at most
m times the number of sets J 00 that contain jobs which are scheduled on that machine. As
st

for the other direction, consider a solution whose maximum load is  to I 000 . The increase

in load on every machine by the replacement described in the algorithm is also at most m
times the number of sets Jst00 that contain jobs which are scheduled on that machine.
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It remains to estimate the number of sets Jst00 that can coexist at a certain time. Most
of these sets have a min-weight of at least ; their number is at most m= , since the total
load at any time is at most  on each machine. For each set Sij and Tij , j < ki , we have at
most one set Jst00 with total min-weight less than . Since the total min-weight of Sij and Tij
is at least , there are at most m= such sets (if Sij and Tij are not disjoint, the small sets
Jst00 in both of them have the same s and t, thus we do not need to multiply by 2). Last,
there may be one set Jst00 with a min-weight smaller than in each Sik = Tik ; there are only
dlog ne such sets in each subset, so their total number is at most (dlog1+( m )e+1)m dlog ne
Therefore, the increase in maximum load is at most:
i

m
m m m
m
(
+
+
(dlog
1+ ( )e + 1)  dlog ne)



i

=  + m2 + m 4
 ( + 2)
3

5

Theorem
4.5 Them algorithm
described in the last section is a PTAS running in time
m
6 7
O(n1+ m (dlog1+ (  )e+1) log m ).

First we estimate the approximation ratio of the algorithm. We are given some
nd a solution with a maximum load of at most (1 + 0). We use
the algorithm described above for  = 0 =7. By the above lemmas, for an instance with
optimal solution with maximum load , the algorithm yields a solution with maximum load
at most:
4
(1 + )2 (1 +  + )(1 + )(1 +  + 2 )2 < (1 + 0 )
16
.
Now we estimate the running time of the algorithm. All the phases except the solving
phase are easily performed in time O(n2 ). The running time of the solving phase takes the
major part of the overall running time. It is linear in the number of edges in the layers graph
that we built for the modi ed problem I"'. The number of edges is linear in the number
of vertices (as was explained in our construction). We therefore estimate the number of
vertices. Every layer in the graph stores all the possible assignments of jobs to machines.
We have 2n layers, one for each departure or arrival. Since the minimal load that a job may
cause in the modi ed problem is , the maximum number of active jobs at a certain time
is m= . Recall that the scaling we performed at the beginning of our algorithm assures us
that   m. So the maximum number of vertices in the graph and the running time of the
algorithm is:
2nmm=  2nm 6m7 (dlog1+ ( )e+1) dlog ne
= O(n1+ 6m7 (dlog1+ ( )e+1) log m )
This yields the result.

Proof:

0 > 0, and we want to
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4.2

Non-Fixed Number of Machines
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In this section we consider oine load-balancing of temporary tasks on a non- xed
number of unrelated machines. We show that no polynomial approximation algorithm can
achieve an approximation ratio smaller than 2, unless P = NP . We prove this lower bound
for the special case of restricted assignment (so it obviously holds for the general case of
any unrelated machines as well).
Theorem 4.6 For every  < 2, there does not exist a polynomial -approximation algorithm for restricted assignment of temporary tasks unless P = NP .
We use a reduction from the 3-dimensional-matching problem (3DM ), which is
known to be NP-complete. In that problem, we are given three sets of elements, B, G, and
H, each of them of size n (B = b1 ; :::; bn , G = g1; :::; gn , H = h1 ; :::; hn ). We are also given
a set S = T1; :::; Tm of m triplets, S  B  G  H . These are the possible matchings of 3
elements from B,G, and H. The goal is to decide whether there existsSa matching for all the
elements of B,G, and H, i.e. a subset of S , S 0, such that jS 0 j = n and T 2S0 Ti = B [ G [ H .
Given an instance to the 3DM problem we construct an instance for our problem. For each
triplet Ti, we have a machine mi. All our jobs are of weight 1, and our total time interval
will be of length 3 (from time 0 until time 3). Our rst type of jobs will be \element jobs"
(one job for each element), as described hereafter. For each element bi 2 B , we will have
a job which arrives at time 0, departs at time 1, and is admissible to a machine mk if and
only if bi 2 Tk . For each element gi 2 G, we will have a job which arrives at time 1, departs
at time 2, and is admissible to a machine mk if and only if gi 2 Tk . Finally, for each element
hi 2 H , we will have a job which arrives at time 2, departs at time 3, and is admissible to a
machine mk if and only if hi 2 Tk . Our second type of jobs will constitute of m n \dummy
jobs", which arrive at time 0, depart at time 3, and are admissible to all the machines.
We prove that there is an assignment with a maximum load of 1, if and only if there
is a solution to the 3DM problem. Suppose there is a 3DM , S 0 = fTi1 ; :::; Ti g. Then for
each Ti 2 S 0, we assign to the machine mi the 3 \element jobs" which correspond to the 3
elements of Ti . They are admissible to mi , because this is how we de ned our assignment
restrictions. Also notice that they are active in di erent times, so the machine maintains
a load of 1. This way we assign the 3n \element jobs" to n of the machines. We assign
the m n \dummy jobs" to the other m n machines, one job on each machine. They
are admissible on any machine, and have a weight of 1 each. Therefore, this assignment
maintains a maximum load of 1 as required.
Now, assume that there is an assignment having a maximum load of 1. The m n
\dummy jobs" must have been assigned to m n di erent machines (if there is more than
one \dummy job" on a machine, then its load is bigger than 1). A \dummy job" is active
during our entire time interval, so a machine which has a \dummy job" on it cannot have
any other job assigned to it. Therefore, the 3n \element jobs" must have been assigned
to the remaining n machines. Each of these machines mi1 ; :::; mi must have one active
\element job" on it at each moment (since the total volume of the \element jobs" is 3n).
This means that each of these machines, mi , has a job which corresponds to an element
of B assigned to it, a job which corresponds to an element of G assigned to it, and a job
which corresponds to an element of H assigned to it (this is the only possibility to have an
active \element job" at each moment). According to our assignment restrictions, these 3
elements from B,G,
and H must be included in the triplet Ti . All of the \element jobs"
S
were assigned, so T Ti = B [ G [ H , and therefore Ti1 ; :::; Ti is a 3DM .
Proof:
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The above reduction shows that any approximation algorithm for our problem with an
approximation ratio strictly less than 2 solves the 3DM problem. Hence, we have proven
the theorem.
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